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Abstract
This paper presents the experimental research and simulating results of a ZM130 hydrodynamic torque converter
under steady and unsteady working conditions with an external step signal and sinus on turbine’s shaft on a modified
test bench. The mathematical model of torque converter was described by the one-dimensional flow theory with
variable loss coefficients. The character of received equations from test bend showed by linearized transmittance
functions with variable coefficients. For test bend object identification researches will be used an Identification
Toolbox from a mathematical code in Matlab, which enables to create transfer functions as a linear model from
measurements data as they got the highest correctness level with input signal (as they get the best correction level
with input signal on the pump´s shaft). This mathematical model for dynamic loads will be verified by experimental
tests. The aim of the carried out studies was determination the effect of sampling time decreasing on the quality of
measured parameters. Results of present investigations were compared with those obtained earlier, but for the same
input signals .It is possible to affirm that proposed theoretical model imitates the change of dynamic parameters, and
the same the property of the torque converter. Researches led on the test bend with extortion input torque sinus signal
on the turbine’s shaft confirmed correctness of this model.
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1. Introduction
As mentioned in [1, 8-10, 12] torque converters are mounted on different machines in power
transmissions, where continuous variable speed ratio is demanded, both kinetic and dynamic,
which depends often on changing external loads. Undertaking research is justified because of need
of analysing power transmission systems with torque converters working at unsteady conditions.
Working machines, city buses and passenger cars are examples of such uses. The results allow
building controllers for steering of power transmissions equipped with torque converters.
Researches were carried out in the test bench, shown on Fig. 1. The presented test bench allows
to lead investigations using a microcomputer measurement system, thanks to it, European standard
in this field was achieved and had been described in earlier publications [5, 11].
The main change on the test bench was a change of state in the control program. The previous
version of the Citec programme allowed saving the data points with minimum sample time of 0.5
second, however the presented version makes now possible a level of 0.1 second. This allows the
exact the simulation curve set and received, which was very visible near harmonic signal.
2. Test bench researches
Automatic control accepts the basic signals applied to the theory of system identification in
research. It gives the possibility to obtain an opinion to qualities and quantitative behavior of the
power transmission system for any shape of signal disturbances (being only a function of time).
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Fig. 1. ZM130 transmission test bench [8]

The properties of the hydrodynamic torque converter can be described by four parameters,
which can be obtained through measurements: torque at the pump shaft, torque at the turbine shaft,
the pump angular velocity and turbine angular velocity. According to the transient transmission
state caused by changes of the engine moment and load torque, it was decided to consider the
described power train with the transmission as object of automatic control with two input signals
(Fig. 2): engine moment M1 and load moment M2 and also two output signals: angular velocity of
the pump’s shaft ω2 and the angular velocity of the turbine’s shaft ω2. The input variables pass
through the boundary of the torque converter and will be used to analyse the dynamic
characteristics of the unit.
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Fig. 2. Input and output signals from the transmission

The Block diagram on Fig. 2 represents the object of control and relationships between input
and output signals of the system in linearized of under special boundary conditions, which can be
mathematically modeled through the following system of equations:

ω1 G11 G12 MS
=
×
.
ω2 G 21 G 22 M op

(1)

The above mentioned matrix equation should be recognized as relationship with changing
equations transmittance and variable coefficients, during the test bench research it was decided to
accept on saving time on the level 0.1 second
Continuous state measurements investigated for the same starting states, which were represented
in earlier publications [6-8, 10], both for step and sinus signal on the turbine shaft (Mop) and pump
shaft (Ms).
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For example the Fig. 3 shows the course from the state of researches during the sinusoidal
signal, Fig. 4 for step signal. They are following values:
– torque on the turbine’s shaft (Mop) changing sinusoidally near the value 130 [Nm] with
amplitude 20 [Nm] and period of 10 seconds (input signal, Fig. 3),
– rotational speed of turbine’s shaft (ω2) changing sinusoidally near the value 580 [rpm] (output
signal, Fig. 3),
– torque on turbine’s shaft (Mop) changing steeply in the range (80-220 Nm), (input signal, Fig. 4),
– rotational speed of the turbine’s shaft (ω2) changing steeply, answering the temporary values of
torque extorting (output signal, Fig. 4).
It was also shown here:
– the speed of the pump (ω1) stays constant at 1300 [rpm] for harmonic signal, 1400 [rpm] for
step signal,
– constant pump torque (Msrzecz) – 94 [Nm] for sinus signal, 99 [Nm] for step signal,
theoretical torque on the turbine’s shaft (Mopteor) (changing sinusoidally or steeply) and
theoretically constant speed of the pump (ω1teor), given by the control unit.

Fig. 3. Course of input and output signals for sinus signal on turbine’s shaft

The transmittance character was determined using of the software Matlab with library
Identification Toolbox, aimed at the building of models on the basis of measurement data [2, 3].
In the aim to obtain the equations three identification models were used (ARX,OE,ARMAX).
For each equation was calculated the percentage filling of the graph (the higher this coefficient is,
the more it covers with the real curve), damping coefficient (c), natural frequency (ω0). The
methodology of calculations and computational models as well as their description are presented in
the previous paper [11].
3. Test bench results
The Tab. 1 shows the example transmittance equations, values of percentage filling the graph
factor, damping coefficient (c), natural frequency (ω0) during step signal up and down with value
30 [Nm] for constant speed of pump 1400 [rpm].
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Fig. 4. Course of input and output signals for step signal on turbine’s shaf
Tab. 1. Table with transfer functions for step signal

The Tab. 2 shows Laplace equations and calculated coefficients for the harmonic signal.
Damping coefficient and natural frequency were calculated on the basis of the traditional
dependences of automatic bases.
Analysing the results from Tab. 1 it is possible to formulate the following conclusions:
– together with the increase of coefficients defining the given model, the degree of meter and
nominative of polynomial grows up, and the physical sense of equation is difficult to interpret,
– the higher the coefficients for the given model then the percentage filling graph grows up,
– transmittances, for which first the parameter describes the degree (111, 110, 120), of equation
is expressed by unity, have the shape module I rank, remaining equations have response at least
module II rank,
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– equations II rank describes very approximate dynamics to I rank, which confirm values of
percentage filling graph factor and close up values of coefficients after reduction to equations
I rank.
Analysing the results from Tab. 2 it is possible to formulate following conclusions:
– for a harmonic signal with a growing up number of calculated periods, the increase in the
percentage filling graph factor and coefficients in equations change negligibly, what testifies
the test bench class,
it is possible to describe II rank equations in the product form and then a reduction to
transmittance I rank. This is in agreement with the simulation results, which show a similar
relationship. The shape of those equations is easier to interpret in the equation of higher ranks.
Equations for both types of input signals can be reduced.
Tab. 2. Table with transfer functions for sinus signal

4. Comparison of calculated results
Research was carried out and compared with earlier test bench measurements and research
done in another simulation model [10]. The non-linear model of the hydrodynamic torque converter
was elaborated at the Institute of Vehicles of Technical University of Lodz (Fig. 5) and presented
in the previous publication [5].
Equations from the simulation model are calculated as the result of local linearization in every
point of established work in Taylor row and then reduced to II rank transmittances. From the
calculated equations from the theoretical model, like for the test bench researches, two coefficients
– natural frequency and damping factor – are calculated.
Figure 6 shows the comparison of the natural frequency for the test bench researches with hold
time 0.5 and 0.1-second and theoretical researches. Fig. 7 presents the comparison of the damping
factor. In both types, the input signal was the step signal on the turbines shaft Mop which change
was 30 [Nm].
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Fig. 5. Torque converter ZM130 model AT Simulink environment [12]

Fig. 6. Comparison of the natural frequency for selected identification models with theoretical results for the step signal

Figure 8 shows the comparison of the damping factor for three types of earlier describes
researches for changing sinus signal on the turbine’s shaft with amplitude 20 [Nm] and period
10 seconds.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the damping factor for selected identification models with theoretical results for the step signal

Fig. 8. Comparison of the damping factor for selected identification models with theoretical results for a sinus signal

Comparing results from Fig. 6-8 it is possible to affirm, that:
– Calculated results received on the theoretical way for both types of signals are satisfactory,
– Results with higher acquired frequency are more exact in relation to theoretical values than the
results with low frequency. Course of damping factor and natural frequency coefficient for
save 0.1 second was marked missing curves and for save constant curve whereas for simulation
model constant thicken curve. It can be clearly be seen, that missing curves for both type of
signal are more complaint with theoretical values than thicken curves, it testifies about this
”closer” position on graph. Additionally for the results with save 0.5 second, was not always
possible to calculated coefficients because the form of the equation did not let for it. Higher
number of data points have also better influence for percentage filling graph factor, his increase
for step signal was about 3-4% and for sinus signal 6-10% (10% was for periods under
5 second) for everyone identification models.
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– According to differences (equations received on stationary researches way are weighted down
because of occidental mistakes such how: noises and mistakes from approximated the curve)
should underline qualitative agreement and quantitative introduced parameters with theoretical
model presented coefficients.
5. Conclusions
Summing up it is possible to conclude that the recognized number of data points grows up the
accuracy-received results and confirm that the proposed theoretical model represents the change of
dynamic parameter and the same properties of the torque converter. The state researches with step
and harmonic signal confirm the correctness of simulation model. Test bench and simulation
researches with different hydrodynamic torque converter will be the next stage of work.
Investigation will be the next stage of work with different hydrodynamic torque converter, as well
as its verification based on the simulating model.
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